Abstract. Modeling, simulation and visualization of three-dimension complex bodies widely use mathematical model of curves and surfaces. The most important curves and surfaces for these purposes are curves and surfaces in Hermite and Bezier forms, splines and NURBS. Article is devoted to survey this way to use geometrical data in various computer graphics systems and adjacent fields. Simulation, modeling and visualization of 3D objects with complex form attract some useful mathematical methods of the 3D surface representing. These methods provide with sufficient precision for solving problems. Spaces objects with complex form are commonly used for representing geometric models in a great variety of applications, which require vary large and high precision data computing. Usually the curve or graphic models represent surface and form of such objects. Also triangulations meshes are widely used for visualization complex 3D objects. Thus Computer Graphics
devotes especial attention for investigating in area of representing curve surface and triangulations meshes.
There are two direction of investigation in area of 3D modeling of complex objects. First of all, we have to improve existent mathematical approach representing the object and to develop new. Secondly, we have to develop methods for controlling and refining meshes. These investigations already take place. Mathematical models of 3D surface representing in the Computer Graphics and geometry of curve are presented in [1-4, 10, 11] . Source [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] present methods and algorithms of triangulation mesh refining. These works give ideas, which allow simplifying triangulation meshes and visualization essentially.
Briefly review mathematical basics of curve and curved surface presentation.
There are three forms of the most widespread means curve and curved surface presentation: explicit, implicit and parametric form.
Explicit form provides for equation (or multitude of equations); left part of this equation contains dependent variable; right part contains function of independent variable (argument). For example, curve in the 3D space is described by two equations of one independent variable :
Explicit form of 3D surface is described by one equation of two independent variables as follow:
(
It is important that there are no insurance arrangements existences explicit form for given curve or surface. Therefore we often use implicit and parametric form.
Implicit equation of curve on plane is given by
Implicit equation of surface in the 3D space is given by follow equation in three unknowns:
To present line or curve in the 3D space in implicit form is very hard. It is necessary to use set of equations, which present surfaces. Intersections this surfaces (if they exist) make space curve.
Parametric form is the most convenient for Computer Graphics, modeling and visualization. Main points of parametric form consist in follow. Curve in 3D space is described by set of functions of one variable, for example t. Surface in the 3D space is described by functions set of two variables, for example, u and t
Generally functions
are selected as polynomial. Parametric form is the most flexible and comfortable. It allows controlling functions and computing derivative easy. Thus in this case we can easy manage smoothness of curve and surface.
Usually source information about object in the 3D space is presented as collection of reference points. These points describe the modeling curve or surface.
Depending on interpretation of these points and depending on requirements to smoothness of surface, mathematic methods of curve and surface modeling is divided into three large groups: 1) interpolation curves and surfaces, 2) curves and surfaces in form of Hermite and Bezier, 3) B-splines and nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS).
Interpolation provides the follow requirement: a curve or a surface patch has to pass through given points. This requirement is used for coefficient of polynomial calculating. Cubic interpolation is the most widespread.
To construct cubic interpolation polynomial on plane ( fig. 1 ) we have to have 4 reference points through which the cubic interpolation polynomial will pass. Therefore 4 we will have 12 equations in 12 unknowns. So we can calculate all coefficients of polynomial.
To construct cubic interpolation surface patch ( fig. 2) we have to specify 16 reference points in the 3D space through which the cubic interpolation surface will pass.
Hence we will have 48 unknown coefficients of polynomial.
Interpolation curves and surfaces patches are described in [1, 2, 10] An essential disadvantage of interpolation curves and surface patches is a quantity of reference points. This quantity determines a degree of interpolation. To negotiate this disadvantage on the large set of given points we construct segments of an interpolation curve or surface patch. In this case arise problem to control smoothness of a curve or a surface in a junction of segments.
To control smoothness of a curve or a surface in a junction of segments Hermite proposed specified value of derivatives in a first and a final point (see fig. 3a ) [10] . If decline requirement of passing a curve or a surface through reference points (but pass near), we may provide for smoothness and continuity not only the curve or the surface but also its the first and the second derivatives in points of junction of segments (see fig. 4 ).
If on the same collection of reference points construct interpolation curve,
Bezier curve and B-spline, appears that B-spline is necessary to calculate more than 3 data as for interpolation and Bezier form. In a similar B-spline surface patch need in 9 times more calculation than interpolation surface patch or Bezier surface patch.
However B-spline method allows building more smoothness curve or surface than
Bezier method. B-spline method is given in [1-3, 10,11] . Recently NURBS get widespread in the Computer Graphics because this method allows effective modeling almost all types of geometrical objects.
In this article we briefly review base methods and algorithms for modeling and visualization 3D objects in modern Computer Graphics Systems.
As a rule polygonal models are used for visualization. These models are result of surface triangulation mesh approximation. Triangulation mesh can be built on the base of curves and surfaces in form of Bezier and recourse divide curves and surfaces into small same components [10] . Then these components interchange to triangle. Obtained in such a way triangulation mesh is refined and visualized.
Thus, simulation, modeling and visualization of 3D objects with complex form are a complicated problem. It relate with large date calculation. Therefore this investigation is topical. Further evolution of this topic has to propose improved and optimal methods of modeling and visualization complex 3D objects.
